WRITE AN ARTICLE FOR YOUR SCHOOL MAGAZINE DESCRIBING THE
EVENT
Recess is necessary for students. It is a delightful relief. As soon as the school bell rings signifying the start of the
twenty-minute recess period.

This website uses cookies for visitor traffic analysis. In the third paragraph we describe the actual event itself.
It was also a great opportunity to sample some traditional native dishes, like corn bread and buffalo burgers.
People were in hurry to reach their destination but not even one traffic police officer could be seen in the
vicinity. Situation was understood and immediately an ambulance was called by onlookers. The festival was
fun, entertaining and educational. The traffic was running smoothly but suddenly the vehicles came to an
abrupt halt. Everyone sat glued to the show. But finally the injured person was taken in the ambulance, the
damaged car was picked by the police and the traffic moved. The celebrations began at 4pm and there was
plenty to see and do. It was followed by a welcome speech given by the Principal of our school. Then, in the
week before the festival, the stalls are put up and the food is prepared, so that everything will be ready for the
big day. Indian craftsmen work to produce the many traditional items on display. In this mega event, many
schools from our city took part. It was followed by aformal vote of thanks and the event concluded. It was a
wonderful way to learn about Native American culture and celebrate the end of summer. We use adjectives to
make our description more interesting. This event was whole day long and was held in the auditorium of our
school. The preparations take months. It was accompanied by a melodious Saraswati Vandana , hailing the
goddess of knowledge and wisdom. The team from our school bagged second position and everyone
complimented one another. Soon anger erupted among many. We can also use the passive when the activity is
more important than the agent. In the second paragraph we write about the preparations for the event. Write a
Report for the newspaper describing a traffic jam in which you, along with many, were trapped for many
hours. There was utter confusion among all. Then there was bouquet presentation to the invited guests and the
grand event began. We usually use present tenses to write about something that happens every year or
continues for some time and past tenses to describe our actual experiences at the event. The traffic was not
moving even an inch. In the conclusion, we write our impressions, reactions and recommendations. Within no
time, the ambulance arrived followed by the police too. In the introduction we include general information
about the event such as its name, where and when it is held and what the celebration is for. I visited a
traditional Indian village, watched skilled craftsmen carve totem poles, and even learned how to do tribal
Indian dancing. Patience slowly melted and there was argument, heated talks, and even several came out from
their vehicles in anger. It was a truly mesmerizing show as the teams from various schools presented many
programmes. Article describing a festival we attended Tip When we write an article describing a festival,
event or celebration we attended, we usually write four paragraphs. They reached at the place where the halt
had begun. It was followed by the announcement of the winning team , ABC School of our city. Fuming ,
everyone was vexed to know the cause of that traffic jam.

